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Sorry, this ad has already expired and the breeder has not updated it. Click here to search for the latest lists. 4040 Key Facts Pet Type: Rabbits Pet Breed: Netherland Dwarf Advertiser Type: Private Seller Pet's Age: Less Than 1 Year Old Microchipped: No Vaccinations Up-to-Date: Yes Castrated: Not Published: 03 November 2020 Modified: 03 November
2020 Location: Huddersfield, West Yorkshire Ad Details 8 Month Old Bunnies for Rehoming. Both require vaccination and can be purchased separately. Friendly and healthy All queries please use a phone number. Thank you safety notice: NEVER send a payment or deposit online before viewing Pet to confirm the ad is genuine. Read our Covid-19 safe
purchase guide. Be extra careful when dealing with online transactions! We recommend you read these guidelines before purchasing or adopting a rabbit. Have you done your research? Carry out the research so that you have all the necessary knowledge of the pet you can get. Since owning a rabbit is a great responsibility, you should examine the breed
completely to make sure it fits your current lifestyle and budget. Have you seen the rabbit? Take the time to visit the advertiser's home to confirm whether they are genuine. Don't legene online communications and photos. UK Pets does not control the authenticity of all advertisers. The Advertiser should allow you to personally see rabbits. If they continue to
apologise to you, why you couldn't visit their home or the address indicated in the ad isn't the exact and permanent location of your pet, consider it a red flag. Avoid online payment Never pay anything online through money transfer companies, especially if you haven't personally visited an advertiser and seen a pet, it includes a deposit and delivery cost to
your pet. Nor do there be resources to restore your money if problems arise. Before the deal is completed. The responsible advertiser advertiser should only release rabbits if they are 8 weeks old or older. They should be responsible enough to know that separating a rabbit from the mother leads to medical and behavioural problems. These marks are each
laminated and have a slot battered on top of a simple hanging. Try our clips to allow easy movement of the cage and carrier. Wet delete or persist markers so well and wipe laminated cage signs. LookAnimals.com't host any of the images embedded here. All images have been uploaded by people/animal fans to websites such as National Geographic or
Others. Our mission here is to organize these pictures and make your search for the latest animal image easier. We just link images that are already hosted on other websites. If you are concerned about copyrighted material appearing on this website, we recommend that you contact a website that is hosting the video and have it removed from it. After the
removed from the website hosting your content, it will be automatically removed from LookAnimals.com. Agouti Alltherland Dwarf Rabbit Black Alltherland Dwarf Rabbit Black Otter Alltherland Dwarf Rabbit Blue Alltherland Midget Rabbit Blue Point Allirland Dwarf Rabbit Blue-Eyed White Allimaa Dwarf Rabbit Broken Black Netherland Midget Rabbit Broken
Orange Alluma Dwarf Rabbit Champagne Allireland Dwarf Slack a Netherland dwarf rabbit choclate nebula dwarf rabbit chocolate otter chocolate otter land dwarf rabbit kannikani netherland dwarf rabbit fawn netherland dwarf rabbit Reüüf Finga Harlequin Netherland dwarf Rabbit Lilac Netherland Dwarf Rabbit Magpie Alltherland Midget Rabbit Coat
Netherland Midget Rabbit Opal Alltherland Midget Rabbit Orange Netherland Midget Rabbit Red Submit Dwarf Rabbit Ruby-Eyed White Allimaa Midget Rabbit Sable Marten Netherland Midget Rabbit Seal Point Allrland Midget Rabbit Smoke Pearl Netherland Midget Rabbit Squirrel Squirrel Alltherland Dwarf Rabbit Tan Netherland Midget Rabbit
TortoiseShell Netherland Rabbit Read More Netherland Dwarf Rabbits! Alltherland thumb-cabinets are one of the smallest breeds of domestic rabbits available. They were originally created by crossing Poland from small, wild rabbits, which produced small offspring of a variety of colors. They were first imported into the United Kingdom in 1948. In addition,
they were accepted by the ARBA as a breed recognised by the revised BRC standards in 1969. What's the Netherland dwarf? Due to its small size, Netherland's was never a target like meat rabbits, but has become one of the most popular pet and exhibition breeds to be found, and they come in a wide variety of colors. However, over the years, a strict
selection of breeding has been used strictly, as this breed has reportedly been initially very frightened and sometimes aggressive, making them well suited as the good-natured pets we have known in today's rabbit circles. Although it is still a factor that this breed requires ample space to use because they have a high energy level that needs to be used
regularly; and some are still known to be skittish, wild acting, unpleasant or stubborn nature, and very active. Complete Owner's Guide, Get Your Copy Now! These reasons are not then well suited for pet children, but if they are handled much, regularly, from birth, they tend to be calmer and have a gentle honest nature. When it comes to appearance,
Netherland's dwarfs are very large, bold heads and eyes, faces that are round, short and full - disproportionately large in their short, rounded bodies. Their ears are very small and carry high heads, which gives them what is commonly called baby-ish look.  Pssst, I can't do that. You can also read about these rabbit breeds: English lopFrench lopMini
rexA.amp. while the proper diet is must-have for all rabbits, Netherland Thumb-Thumb-Rid tend to be more sensitive to the digestive system than most other breeds. They should not be freely fed, but this should be limited to about 1/8 cup of high quality granules per body weight, plus hay and unlimited water. Rabbit-safe vegetables and fruits are also
acceptable, in small parts, if given in moderation. In addition, as noted above, these bunnies absolutely need more space than many other smaller breeds required; this is due to their high energy levels, which require more intense activity and physical activity. As this breed, which is a true dwarf Gene, they have a tendency to produce so-called Peanuts for
their offspring – they are often distorted, and 98% of the time they never survive past the first 48hours of birth. Since this and other complications arise from breeding related to the real dwarf gene, it is the import that -as a breeder in the Netherlands - that you understand and know what should be bred, what, and be aware of the possible outcomes of the
offspring of these litters. So, under layman's terms, this means that breeding flocks must be very carefully selected, size and type, as well as temperament. Cute Netherland Midget Bunny! Is my Alltherland dwarf in the lap of quality? A good show of quality Netherland dwarf has a short, compact body that is well rounded, with the appearance somewhat
looking half rainbow; (6+ months old) does not weigh more than 2 1/2 pounds (1.134 kg). The shoulders are deep and as wide as the hindquarters, which do not show shrinkage. The overall appearance should be well balanced, the top line indicates that shoulder depth is carried out by well-filled hindquarters. The legs must be short and the density made
should be of medium consistency. One way to judge it is to look at the front foot. You don't want your leg to resemble a pencil or cigar – instead you want something in the middle of it that looks like a sharpness marker.  Pssst, I can't do that. You can also read about these rabbit breeds: Lionhead rabbitFlemish giantContinental giant When judging the
Netherlands, they should be presented properly, in a natural state. In other words, they should not be pushed forward or suppressed, nor should they be stretched out. To get the best natural posture, handle the rabbit gently - without forcing it into a set position against its will. It should be very well balanced through-out, without significantly highlighting one
particular characteristic of the animal; because this achievement is one of the preferred judges, rather than having traits that stand out, while other features are missing (i.e.: a large head backquarters). Young Allland Thumb Cabinets! Netherland dwarf standard on ARBABODY: compact and short, well round, deep, wide shoulders, equal to the width of the
rear quarter. The topline of the shoulder comes deep and through the back quarter, which is equally as well rounded. The feet must be short and medium to medium heavy bone density. HEAD: Large, balanced and proportionally body size, fully rounded, high shoulders, without break the shown curvature of the face from the base of the ears, around the
nose. EARS: well proportioned and balanced, short, upright, &amp;&amp; well complete, upright but not necessarily touching, rounded ends, well furry, strong and good thickness, ideally 2 (5cm) long. EYES: round, bold and bright; color is to match each variety. TAIL: straight and uniformly well furredfur: soft, dense, healthy, much shineCOLOR: Fur and eye
color to match each sortCONDITION: firm and healthyrecognized colors: shown in groups of varieties GROUP 1 - SELF ... black, blue, chocolate, purple, blue-eyed white, red-eyed white GROUP 2 - SHADED ... sable point, Siamese sable, Siamese smoked pearl, cake, blue cake GROUP 3 - AGOUTI ... chestnut, chinchilla, lynx, opal, squirrel GROUP 4 –
TAN ... otter – black, blue, chocolate, lilas, sable martin, silver marten, smoked pearl marten, tans - black, blue, chocolate, &amp; purple GROUP 5 - MUU ... broken, himalayan, orange, steelSHOW POINTS: Simple mostly type and color, followed by fur and condition.~ with a total total of 100 points is possibleNetherland standard on BRCRING SIZE:
XBODY: short, cobby, compact, full chested, wide shoulders, without brittleness; front legs short and straight EARS: upright, good subject, slightly round tip, well-coloured, desired length 5cm (2in)HEAD: round and wide skull eyes: round, bold, bright and good color: all recognized colours of other breeds: in the groups shown, variety group 1 – SELF ... white,
black, blue, brown, purple, red GROUP 2 - SHADED ... sable (Siamese) - Medium, Light, dark, smoke pearl (Siamese), seal point, blue dot, chocolate dot, Cake, chocolate cake GROUP 3 - AGOUTI .... Agouti, opal, lynx, chinchilla, squirrel, cinnamon, red agouti GROUP 4 - TAN ... tan, fox, sable marten -medium, light, dark, smoke pearl marten, otter
GROUP 5 - other ... orange, fawn, steel, Himalayan, harlequin, magpie, all the other recognized BRC as long as it meets that accepted colorcoat: soft, short, reversed CONDITION: hard meat, good coat, without disease weight: less than 1.134kg (2.5lb) for an adult. Children under 5 months of age, over 0,907 kg (2 lb)SHOW POINTS: Given mainly to the
body followed by other parts of the body, then colour, coat and condition. 10 ~ total total 100 points is possibleNe therland dwarf FactboxNameNETHERLAND DWARFSize2 pounds / smallLifespan5-7 / May Be AggressivePrice $50.00 Owner's Costs $500.00 Ownership LevelAlgner/intermediate/advancedBreed Classification4-ClassAdditional Standard Items
Can StubbornHigh-energyLete BreederSaleImages SalesImages
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